NASA’s GPM Sat Records Deadly ‘1000 Year’ Rain
Devastating South Carolina from Nor’easter and Joaquin
by KEN KREMER on OCTOBER 5, 2015

Video Caption: NASA/JAXA’s GPM satellite measured record rainfall that fell over the
Carolinas from September 26 to October 5, 2015 from a plume of moisture from Hurricane
Joaquin when it was located over the Bahamas and moved to Bermuda. The IMERG showed
highest rainfall totals near 1,000 mm (39.3 inches) in a small area of South Carolina and
rainfall between 700 and 900 mm (27.5 and 37.4 inches) over a large area of South Carolina.
Credits: SSAI/NASA/JAXA, Hal Pierce
See below ground level images and videos of storm devastation
NASA’s advanced Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) weather satellite is tracking and
recording the ‘1000 Year’ rainfall event heaping death and devastation across wide areas of
South Carolina from the combined actions of a freak Nor’easter and Hurricane Joaquin –
thatreached a borderline Cat 5 status on Saturday, Oct. 3 with winds of 150 mph.
South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley declared the historic and torrential rain fall to be a “1000 Year
event” on Sunday, Oct. 4. “We have never seen anything like this.” Governor Haley and
President Obama issued a “State of Emergency.”
Although the horrendous rains in South Carolina may nearly be done, the nor’easter caused
damage estimated to be in the Billions of Dollars and at least 9 storm related deaths as of today,
Monday, Oct. 5.
Rainfall totals ranging from 14 to 37 inches in local areas over the past week drenched a wide
swath of the Palmetto state with never before seen flooding, according to NASA and NOAA.
The most intense periods of rain fell over the weekend.
See herein a gallery of photos from friends and others living through the disaster in South
Carolina.

Flooded streets and houses in South Carolina. Credit: Hap Griffin

NASA astronaut Scott Kelly also captured dramatic images of Hurricane Joaquin – as I reported
earlier here.
A slew of NASA and NOAA orbiting weather satellites are tracking the storms and providing the
state and federal governments with the most up to date forecasts to aid official and emergency
responders in dealing with and managing the disaster in the most effective manner possible.
NASA’s GPM and other weather monitoring satellites gathered measurements from September
26 to October 5, 2015 that were combined into the eyepoppongly dramatic IMERG video above.
It tracks the massive growth, spread and direction of the storms and shows the historic levels of
destructive precipitation generated by the lethal pair of powerful storms.
The NASA GPM video shows plumes of moisture from the Nor’Easter and Hurricane Joaquin as
they gather force and moved over South Carolina and through the Caribbean around and over the
Bahamas and later as Joaquin fortunately veered away from the US eastern seaboard towards
Bermuda.
“The IMERG showed highest rainfall totals near 1,000 mm (39.3 inches) in a small area of South
Carolina and rainfall between 700 and 900 mm (27.5 and 37.4 inches) over a large area of South
Carolina,” says NASA’s Hal Pierce.

Here’s a NASA video with NASA scientist Dalia Kirschbaum describing how GPM can see
inside a hurricane to makes rainfall and precipitation measurements in 3D:
Video caption: NASA scientist Dalia Kirschbaum explains how the Global Precipitation
Measurement Mission’s Core observatory has an instrument that can see layer by layer through
a storm.
The GPM precipitation measurements come from both of its advanced radar instruments – the
dual-frequency precipitation (DPR) radar instrument (Ku and Ka band) and the GPM microwave
imager (GMI).
The visualization of data was created by NASAs Goddard’s Space Flight Center and shows
Hurricane Joaquin around the Bahamas “when it was a tropical storm. Red and green colors
show rain and the ice and snow at the top of the storm is visualized in blue.”
“Understanding hurricane structure helps weather forecasters around the world determine a
storm’s structure and where it may be going,” says Kirschbaum.
Hurricane Joaquin was still packing winds exceeding 125 mph this morning, but it has lost
strength throughout the day.
Over 40,000 homes and businesses are without power today, Oct. 5, in South Carolina due to the
unending rain and widespread flooding. And many folks had to be evacuated.
Some cemeteries were uprooted with caskets seen floating down flooded streets.
In the capitol city of Columbia, there was widespread flooding with severe damage to water
mains that cut off drinking water to over 15,000 people.
The governor deployed over 1300 national guard troops to render assistance. Over 150 folks
were rescued by helicopter, some from the rooftops of their homes and apartments.
Here’s a helicopter rescue:
Video: Helicopter Rescue at Lakewood Links in Sumter, SC on Oct 4, 2014. Credit: Sean Reyes
Scores of South Carolina residents were getting rescued by canoes and even boats where waters
surged in places up to 25 feet above normal.
At least 9 dams have been breached statewide, as well as levees, requiring many thousands
people more to be evacuated.

Dam at Swan Lake in South Carolina on Oct. 4, 2015. Credit: Edwin Corning

Governor Haley confirmed that over 550 roads were either closed, damaged or destroyed,
including back roads and major interstate highways vital to the states and US national economy.

A 70 mile stretch of I-95, a major north-south artery traveled by millions including myself, was
closed to all traffic on Sunday and remains closed today. And many side roads that could serve
as potential detours are also closed.
Historically high water levels in some of the areas worst hit by flooding has finally receded.
In addition, the US Coast Guard says the cargo ship ‘El Faro’ with 33 people aboard is believed
to have sunk because it ventured straight into Hurricane Joaquin. The ship’s crew included 28
Americans and 5 Polish sailors. It sank in the area popularly known as the ‘Bermida Triangle’ in
water some 3 miles deep.
Today, the Coast Guard reported the discovery of a debris field over 25-square-miles wide. At
least one crew member has already been found dead.
The El Faro set out from the port of Jacksonville on Tuesday when Joaquin was a tropical storm
with 85 mph wind speed.
The last distress call on last Thursday morning, as the ship neared the eye of the Hurricane, then
a Category 3. The ship was listing over 15 degrees surrounded by 30 foot high waves.
The hurricane quickly grew into a Cat 4 and no further word was heard from the ship. It may be
3 miles underwater at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean.
Here’s another GPM visualization of Hurricane Joaquin:
Stay tuned here for Ken’s continuing Earth and planetary science and human spaceflight news.
Ken Kremer

Hurricane Joaquin captured on Oct. 2, 2015 by NASA Astronaut Scott Kelly from the International Space Station.

